OBJECT
Successfully navigate your team through the "Pathway Pipeline" to establish a comprehensive and innovative training model that meets both candidate and industry needs.

ONE-TIME SET UP
Unfold "Navigation Game Board," and locate the following game pieces:
1. Navigation Compass - Spinner
2. Navigation Game Marker
3. Wild Cards
4. Chance Cards
5. Start cards
6. Pipeline cards (for each)

HOW TO PLAY
In the interest of time, all players at the table will utilize the same game marker to move through the Pathway Pipeline. The youngest player at the table goes first.

There are multiple cards in the Navigation set. Four cards will correspond to each section of the Pipeline. Locate the cards and place each set on either side of the board. These cards are drawn at stops at START, WILD CARD, and CHANCE.

Use the "Compass" to move throughout the board.

Draw a card at "START." Discuss with your partners around the table, come to a consensus on the question posed and then spin to make your first move along the Pipeline.

Alternate players moving to the right to take turns spinning the compass and moving the game marker along the Pipeline.

Each section has two questions - one at the WILD CARD and one within the Pipeline pathway.

Discuss each space that you land on, building a strategy along the way. Spin until you reach the WILD CARD in each section, then STOP, draw a card, and discuss. Then spin the compass to move to the next place. DO NOT SKIP A WILD CARD SPACE.

Land on a GREEN "WILD CARD" space in the RESOURCE STREAM - STOP, read the card out-loud and work to problem solve how to make the opportunity fit your model, then move to the next.

Land on a PURPLE space - follow the directive on the board, skipping your turn to spin the compass and move to that spot on the board.

Land on a BLUE space, move immediately to FINISH.
Land on a RED space, STOP and move back to START.

HOW TO WIN
Be the first all-star workforce partnership to successfully navigate along the Pipeline to build, fund, recruit, and execute the most innovative and flexible workforce-training model in your region. Utilize the board space cues, cards and your knowledge of the workforce system and it's resources to navigate the Pipeline within 25 minutes to reach the finish line in the Land of Opportunity.

RULES OF THE PATHWAYS PIPELINE
Everyone around the table must move the same game marker along the Pipeline.

All players must first discuss each question or space and be in mutual agreement before moving along to your next turn.

Complete game within 25 minutes of start.

Do not pass a WILD CARD without stopping.

Each square and card is an opportunity to think outside the box, don't skip this opportunity.

Just like in life, there are no shortcuts in this game. If you stepped on a step, a space, a card, or a step, go back - your goal is to collaboratively navigate through the Pipeline.

Never move backward, always move forward, unless directed by the board to do so.

NAVIGATION TOOL KIT
Learn more about WIOA: https://www.doleta.gov/wioa/
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